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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

A warm welcome to our current and new subscribers. It’s been an incredibly busy but eye-opening week 

as we launched the DroneSec Notify Platform and started several discussions, demos and working 

projects off the back of it. Thank you to all of our paid customers for your patience as the team gets 

you through the onboarding process. We continue on-track to July 2nd 2020 where we open up part of 

the platform to free tier registration and users. Until then, the team is busy at work making it all happen 

– feel free to check out some of the help documentation in the meantime. 

The team also celebrated the completion of our DroneSec intern’s journey this week – Max Leijtens 

joined us from Radboud University in the Netherlands just before COVID19 hit; in fact, he was 

quarantined when he landed. Pushing on through, Max completed 3-months of Research and 

Development with us, publishing his “MITRE ATT&CK Framework for Unmanned Systems”. The 

framework will build upon the attack chain vectors that affect individual, swarm and UTM-connected 

drones in a hyper-connected IoT environment. Additionally, it will uplift our own defensive security 

capabilities and expand on potential attack vectors for our Red Team operations. We wish Max all the 

best as he returns to the Netherlands and wherever his future might guide him in the world of Cyber 

Security and Unmanned Systems! (Customers can locate this document within the portal this week.) 

To the report - almost consistent week-on-week drone incidents across the India-Pakistan border, five 

individuals charged with narcodrone usage between Malaysia and Singapore, and claims around a 

Russian Counter-UAS system that can detect ‘silent-mode’ flight or ‘disguised-signals’. Otherwise, a 

couple of interesting white/research papers the team were studying this week have been added.  

 

- Mike Monnik, DroneSec CTO  

https://dronesec.com/pages/notify
https://help.dronesec.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/max-leijtens-6409571a4/
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1. THREAT INTELLIGENCE 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Threat Intelligence to the DroneSec team means cutting-edge information, news, resources and threats 

delivered in a succinct and actionable way. Notify is just that – key information that can be used to 

prepare, prevent and identify threats and challenges which seek to take advantage of the drone industry. 

Our aim is to allow organisations to make more informed decisions, respond effectively and get a birds-

eye view of our core focus: Drones, Counter-Drone and Universal Traffic Management (UTM) Systems – 

also referred to as DCU. 

When it comes to proactively seeking out the best solutions, developing response capabilities or 

building resilience into your drone operations, relevant information is king. We’re dedicated to ensuring 

you stay up to date through Notify, while getting the specific details around techniques, vulnerabilities, 

targets and malicious actors. Furthermore, we’ve made all Notify information both scalable and easily 

categorised, providing a mechanism for easy search but also extraction of statistics and use cases for 

stakeholders who need pre-mitigation insights and strategies. 

For technical operators, we’ve included the ability to be able to prioritise relevance over noise and 

communicate with each other to exchange ideas and collaborate on threats. This exchange happens on 

a number of levels, from our slack channel, to sharing DroneSec case-studies within the platform and 

hearing from our partners (individuals, technology vendors, law enforcement and regulatory bodies) 

who supply valuable information to Notify.  

Weekly reports are just that – the lifespan only covers one week of intelligence and where this might 

extend is when we detected or were alerted to it later on. You can rely on this information not being 

too old or outdated; but you’re always able to browse the archives and library for older artefacts. 

Anything breaking news, we send off immediately to our Notify subscribers – outside of this, the report 

covers the rest on a weekly basis. 

So how does it all work? To view our methodology, sources and scoring matrix, head down to the 

appendices to get a feel for it all. Otherwise, information we deem as being ‘key’ is featured with insights 

and analysis supplied for reader’s benefit. The rest of the information we pick up that can be categorised 

as security-based intelligence for DCU is placed thereafter. Our categorisation and tagging system mean 

that on a monthly basis, you’ll get an overview of the statistics we’ve seen – updated in real-time, week-

on-week for pattern recognition analysis. 

These public reports are now available in a digital format, searchable database and live map system 

within the DroneSec Notify Platform.  

Something we missed? Keen to become an intel supplier? Want to join the Notify platform? Shoot us a 

message at info@dronesec.com. Otherwise, feel free to hop into the slack channel and introduce 

yourself: DroneSec Slack Channel. If you missed the previous issue, please email us. 

 

 

 

mailto:info@dronesec.com
https://join.slack.com/t/dronesec/shared_invite/enQtODc5ODU5Mzg4NjkzLWJiNjVjZTE0ODhjMGI4N2Y2MzcwMTAxODcyNzk4YzliMmUxYjgzY2U2NzA4MTg5ZTU0MGViNTQwMjcyODg4NTY
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1.2. FEATURED ADVISORIES (P2) 

The prioritisation table and its dependencies are explained in Appendix A, and relate to how we filter, 

analyse and visualise the intelligence we collect. 

Notice to our readers: our featured advisories will slowly cease to be publicly available as DroneSec Notify 

moves to the online platform. Featured advisories have provided context and field-based learnings to 

important issues. However, with the ever-growing database that we have, DroneSec has moved onto an 

online repository where artefacts and reports can be tracked, classified and analysed much easier. Featured 

Analysis from now on are more comprehensive, wider in spectrum but only available on the Notify 

platform. 

We thank you for your continued support thus far and we do look forward to having you together on our 

online Notify platform. Featured Advisories (only) will cease at beginning of July 2020; however, the free 

unclassified restricted PDF newsletter will still be available. 

Security Priority 

Drugs transported across the straits from Malaysia into Singapore via a drone P2 

Summary 

Narcotics were found attached to a DJI Mavic 2 after it was spotted flying across the Johor Strait from Johor 

Bahru, Malaysia into Singapore.  Five people have been arrested in relation to the incident. 

Overview 

An unusual unmanned aircraft activity was reported in the vicinity of Kranji Reservoir Park and police officers 

from Woodlands Police Division were activated in search of the drone. The drone had a black bag attached to 

it and was being operated by two men. Both men, suspected for operating the drone, were arrested. 278g of 

methamphetamine was found on the DJI Mavic 2 drone and a further 35g of methamphetamine, 8g of heroin 

and 195 Ecstasy tablets were found in their vehicle.  

A follow-up operation was held a day later and the police forcefully entered a private housing estate unit at 

Marne Road as the occupant refused to comply with the search order. The occupant was a suspected drug 

trafficker and 76g of methamphetamine, a small amount of heroin, two Erimin-5 tablets were uncovered in the 

house. A 24-year-old female drug abuser was also arrested in vicinity of the same housing estate. Both man 

and woman were suspected to be in connected to the two men arrested at Kranji Reservoir Park. 

Days later, a Singaporean man, Mohamad Azli Ahmad Said, was arrested in Johor Bahru by the Malaysian 

police and is believed to be associated to the four Singaporeans mentioned above. 

  

Analysis 

Tracked Actor Category: 

Organised Drug Traffickers (Local Disruptors) 

Motivation and Goals: 
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• To deliver contraband safely and undetected to supply to the local market 

Tactics, techniques and procedures: 

• Use of unmanned systems to separate the distance and risk between operators and contraband payloads 

• Use of unmanned systems to conduct reconnaissance and delivery missions 

• Use of unmanned systems to overcome physical and personnel security barriers and controls 

• Sourcing cheap and available Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) drones for one-way flights 

• Bypassing No-Fly-Zones (NFZ) and restricted airspace by modding 

• Self-taught in unmanned and contraband-delivery UAS flights and operations 

• Using small COTS drones that can carry about 2kg payloads (narcotics, cash) 

• Possibly fitted with purchased or home-made dropping mechanisms (not seen in this incident) 

• In rare cases, utilising counter-forensics techniques by removing SD cards, disabling caching, destroying 

serial info and disabling the Return-to-Home functionality (not seen in this incident) 

Recorded use of drone and equipment types: 

• Quadcopters, Multi-rotors 

• PGYTECH Air Dropping System (not seen in this incident) 

 

This is the first time Singapore has experienced a narcodrone incident across the Singapore-Malaysia border. 

The Johor Strait is just 1km wide and this is a distance easily covered by COTS drones. While narcodrones have 

made regular appearances since 2015, it is rarely heard of in South East Asia, more so in Singapore due to the 

strict drone and narcotics laws. However, drug peddlers are still able to traffic drugs into Singapore by various 

means.  

Kranji Reservoir Park is within 2km of possible take off points from Malaysia. The potential distance of such a 

system extends much further past this point, or even allows further retreatment of the launch point into 

Malaysian land. Continued assessment into the potential range of these systems and ideal launch points 

should be taken into consideration when assessing border security controls. 

 
 

This incident reflects the growing adaptation of crime syndicates utilising drones to their advantage to carry 

out illicit operations. Organised crime groups are realising that drones are an innovative solution against 
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traditional methods of delivering contraband across borders. The low price point and availability of COTS 

drones make drones an easily accessible tool for them. 

Drones also reduce the risk on being spotted as operators are situated some distance away from the 

immediate area of operations. This allows malicious users to operate safely with a low risk of being 

apprehended by law enforcement agencies. In addition, these small sized drones can hover in air for a long 

time at a high altitude, giving it an advantage to stay hidden until it is time to drop the contraband. Offenders 

for such acts tend to get away easily as most crime happen in public areas where drone detection or counter-

drone systems cannot be implemented effectively (cost and coverage wise) to mitigate the threat.  

However, the risk of being traced due to visual sighting or forensics exploitation on a downed drone (via its 

video and photo footage) poses an exposure risk to the operators. Operators are not impervious from 

identification as the drone video footage can allow law enforcement to trace the starting and end points of the 

drone. Facial recognition of the offenders may also be captured within the video, allowing easier investigation 

against the offender.  

Recommendation 

Borders and prisons are hotspots for contraband deliveries. In the past, offenders attempt to smuggle 

contraband by hiding packages within their vehicles or their bodies, and this place a huge amount of risk on 

the trafficker with little to no mitigation. Today, technology have enabled offenders to use drones for their 

illicit acts, removing a huge portion of risk on a medium and on being detected.  

DroneSec recommends all local law enforcement agencies to be prepared and ready for such up and coming 

threats. While public areas and facilities may have constraints in deploying counter drone solutions, basic 

preparation measure can be set in place to respond to such incidents. A drone threat management plan and 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) should be drafted, or modified, to govern the process, people and 

methodology in handling a drone threat. For example, agencies should start taking notice of aerial 

infringements as opposed to the traditional lookout at water or land-based incursions.  

Organisations such as the coastal patrols and homeland security agencies should also aim to undertake mock 

simulations in reacting to such rogue drone incidents. These simulations aid to hone responses, improve and 

surface any communication flow between agencies and practice on the logging and monitoring of cases.  

References 

https://www.police.gov.sg/Media-

Room/News/20200620_ARREST_L_Suspected_drug_trafficking_via_unmanned_aircraft_four_arrested  

https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/malaysia-nabs-suspect-involved-in-trafficking-drugs-into-

singapore-via-drone  

 

After July 2nd, 2020, featured advisories will be available to paid subscribers only. Contact info@dronesec.com to 

arrange a demo or visit https://dronesec.com/pages/notify to learn more. 

 

Intrusion and Trespass Priority 

Drone carrying weapons for terror group shot down by Indian Border Security Forces P2 

Summary 

A DJI Matrice 600 carrying a rifle, grenades and ammunition from Pakistan intruded 250m into the Indian 

border territory was shot down by Indian Border Security Forces. 

Overview 

A patrolling party of the Indian Border Security Force spotted the Chinese-made DJI Matrice 600, at a height of 

around 150 feet, entering Indian territory from Pakistan. After the drone flew 250m further across the border, 

the Security Forces shot down the drone. A M4 rifle, two magazines with 60 rounds, seven M67 Chinese 

grenades, a radio signal receiver, two GPS devices and four batteries were found attached to the drone. The 

payload weighs about 6kg, which was well within the carrying capacity of the Matrice drone. 

https://www.police.gov.sg/Media-Room/News/20200620_ARREST_L_Suspected_drug_trafficking_via_unmanned_aircraft_four_arrested
https://www.police.gov.sg/Media-Room/News/20200620_ARREST_L_Suspected_drug_trafficking_via_unmanned_aircraft_four_arrested
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/malaysia-nabs-suspect-involved-in-trafficking-drugs-into-singapore-via-drone
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/malaysia-nabs-suspect-involved-in-trafficking-drugs-into-singapore-via-drone
mailto:info@dronesec.com
https://dronesec.com/pages/notify
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The payload was address to an “Ali Bhai” and it was noticed that this was the same weapon used by the 

Pakistani terror group Jaish-e-Mohammad. The incident happened at Kathua and other similar incidents of 

weapon smuggling has happened before at Kupwara, Rajouri and Jammu sectors in India. 

 

 

 

Analysis 

Tracked Actor Group: 

India-Pakistan Border Smugglers 

Motivation and Goals: 

• To conduct surveillance, reconnaissance, deliveries and possibly conduct acts of terror 

Tactics, techniques and procedures: 

• Use of unmanned systems to overcome difficult physical terrain and personnel control barriers 

• Use of unmanned systems as a battlefield tactical advantage 

• Use of unmanned systems to separate the distance and risk between operators and drone 

• Sourcing cheap and available Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) drones for possible one-way flights 

• Self-taught in unmanned and contraband-delivery UAS flights and operations 

• Possibly self-taught in engineering and modifying of drone parameter and hardware components 

• Recruiting local youths and elderly to conduct a significant number of regular border flights 

• Take-off and landing positions in close-proximity border villages and towns over Line-of-Control (LoC) 

• Using small and medium-sized COTS drones to deliver munitions (grenades, mortars, small arms 

weaponry ~<15kgs) to guerrilla groups, often with purchased or home-made dropping mechanisms 

Recorded use of drone types: 

• Quadcopters, Multi-rotors, Fixed-Wing 

Recorded contrabands: 

• Ammunition, explosives, counterfeit money, firearms, communication devices, M4 and AK-47 assault rifles, 

grenades 

Recorded member groups: 

• Khalistan Zindabad Force (KZF) terror group 

• Khalistani Jihadi Group 

• Khalistani separatists 
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• Lashkar-e-Taiba  

• Jaish-e-Mohammed  

 

India and Pakistan have seen multiple incidents across the border and that counter drone technology is in use 

at various points around the Indian side of the border. Both sides record large numbers of drone incidents 

every month. 

Due to the low price-point of these DJI drones, it is possible that they were chosen and used as a one-way 

mission. In this case, the DJI Matrice 600 used was not a cheap drone. At more than USD $5,000 it is more 

expensive compared to other drones seen so far like the DJI Mavic or DJI Phantom drones. However, the DJI 

Matrice is an industrial drone which has a high take off weight capacity. This allows the operator to strap heavy 

contraband such as the assault rifle onto the drone without worrying about degradation of flight performance.  

Smuggling of contraband carrying drones have been documented from north of the India-Pakistan border at 

Kupwara all the way to the south of the border at Kathua. Evidently, terrorist groups are using different launch 

sites to avoid arrest, however, with a low success rate. As the border region is large, terrorist groups will keep 

trying different locations to wear thin the capability of the border security forces. When that situation arises, 

security forces must begin to look into automation and technology to augment the manpower necessity for 

detection and prevention.   

Recommendation 

For large areas such as border protection, it is understandable counter-drone and drone detection systems are 

not readily available. Instead, border troops should undertake table-top simulations or exercises to prepare for 

scenarios like these. Armies should have a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) or incident response plan in 

play to govern the process, people and methodology in handling a drone, collecting evidence and responding 

to potential operators in a pre-determined radius around the protected grounds.  

In this case, forensic analysis of the drone’s telemetry would be incredibly useful, potentially aiding in the 

launch location of the drone. All incidents should be logged and categorised. However, as these drones were 

taken down, the Pakistani Army may expect offenders to take different paths of ingress to avoid detection. 

Event analysis from the drone data and video footages could assist in recognising patterns and trends (such as 

origin of flight, time of day etc.) providing possible modus operandi of the operator(s) and may aid in seizure 

on future attempts of incursions.  

References: 

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/pakistan-drone-carrying-arms-shot-down-in-kathua-101972  

https://twitter.com/nazir_lord/status/1274451796572897282?s=20 (Video) 

After July 2nd, 2020, featured advisories will be available to paid subscribers only. Contact info@dronesec.com to 

arrange a demo or visit https://dronesec.com/pages/notify to learn more. 

 

1.3. NEWS AND EVENTS (P3) 

Houthi’s explosive-filled drone targeting civilians in Aseer province taken down by Saudi Arabia 

https://www.thenational.ae/world/gcc/saudi-arabia-foils-houthi-drone-attacks-in-aseer-province-1.1034204  

Saudi Arabia intercepts Houthi’s explosive-laden drone swarm attack on Najran and Jizan cities 

https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/saudi-arabia-intercepts-yemen-rebel-drones-missiles-71397700  

Protection Order granted to woman after ex-husband flies drones outside her home 

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/courts/woman-granted-protection-over-drone-intrusion-39300816.html  

 

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/pakistan-drone-carrying-arms-shot-down-in-kathua-101972
https://twitter.com/nazir_lord/status/1274451796572897282?s=20
https://www.thenational.ae/world/gcc/saudi-arabia-foils-houthi-drone-attacks-in-aseer-province-1.1034204
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/saudi-arabia-intercepts-yemen-rebel-drones-missiles-71397700
https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/courts/woman-granted-protection-over-drone-intrusion-39300816.html
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One-way drone flight spotted at Collins Bay Institution, no seizure or arrest 

https://www.thewhig.com/news/local-news/police-searching-for-drone-spotted-near-collins-bay-institution  

 

1.4. WHITEPAPERS, PUBLICATIONS & REGULATIONS (P3) 

Singapore implements large NFZ for drones flying from June to August due to low flying aircraft 

https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/ndp-no-kite-and-drone-flying-over-most-of-singapore-on-selected-days  

Four-day ban of drone operations over Georgetown, Guyana due to national security  

https://www.kaieteurnewsonline.com/2020/06/20/conflicting-reasons-given-for-four-day-drone-ban/  

https://www.gcaa-gy.org/pdf/Directive-No-8-UAV.pdf  

Importance of drone detection systems at public events (commentary) 

https://www.911security.com/blog/drone-capability-the-importance-of-a-drone-detection-system-at-public-

events  

Turkey’s unprecedented ascent to drone superpower status (commentary) 

https://dronewars.net/2020/06/15/turkeys-unprecedented-ascent-to-drone-superpower-status/  

US Navy’s Fire Scout unmanned helicopter is a strong support to surface, countermine and anti-

submarine warfare missions (commentary) 

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/drone-could-make-us-navys-littoral-combat-ship-even-better-162986  

Defending Airports from UAS: A Survey on Cyber-Attacks and Counter-Drone Sensing Tech 

https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/12/3537/pdf (PDF Document) 

Finding Security Vulnerabilities in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Using Software Verification 

https://ssvlab.github.io/lucasccordeiro/papers/siot2019.pdf (PDF Document) 

UAV Exploitation: A New Domain for Cyber Power 

https://ccdcoe.org/uploads/2018/10/Art-14-Assessing-the-Impact-of-Aviation-Security-on-Cyber-Power.pdf 

Security, Privacy, and Safety Aspects of Civilian Drones: A Survey 

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3001836 (PDF Document) 

 

1.5. COUNTER DRONE SYSTEMS (P3) 

Concern Avtomatika counter drone systems use RF jamming to disable drone swarms 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-22/russian-oil-gets-defense-against-drones-from-former-

secret-lab  

European Commission to provide EUR2.1Mil for detect and avoid research for drones 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/fs_20_1082 

European Defence Agency looks into dual use counter drone systems for military and civilian 

installations 

https://www.thewhig.com/news/local-news/police-searching-for-drone-spotted-near-collins-bay-institution
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/ndp-no-kite-and-drone-flying-over-most-of-singapore-on-selected-days
https://www.kaieteurnewsonline.com/2020/06/20/conflicting-reasons-given-for-four-day-drone-ban/
https://www.gcaa-gy.org/pdf/Directive-No-8-UAV.pdf
https://www.911security.com/blog/drone-capability-the-importance-of-a-drone-detection-system-at-public-events
https://www.911security.com/blog/drone-capability-the-importance-of-a-drone-detection-system-at-public-events
https://dronewars.net/2020/06/15/turkeys-unprecedented-ascent-to-drone-superpower-status/
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/drone-could-make-us-navys-littoral-combat-ship-even-better-162986
https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/12/3537/pdf
https://ssvlab.github.io/lucasccordeiro/papers/siot2019.pdf
https://ccdcoe.org/uploads/2018/10/Art-14-Assessing-the-Impact-of-Aviation-Security-on-Cyber-Power.pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3001836
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-22/russian-oil-gets-defense-against-drones-from-former-secret-lab
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-22/russian-oil-gets-defense-against-drones-from-former-secret-lab
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/fs_20_1082
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https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/defence-notes/premium-eda-keen-have-dual-use-c-uas-technology/  

Kratos Defense wins three-year contract to develop ground based or airborne high energy laser 

or high powered microwave for countering drones 

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/06/16/2049122/0/en/Kratos-Receives-46-Million-Directed-

Energy-Award-in-Support-of-U-S-Army.html  

DroneShield delivers USD450,000 counter drone products to the US Government 

https://techau.com.au/droneshield-delivers-450000-of-anti-drone-tech-to-the-us-government/  

Fortem Technologies expands counter drone systems into Middle East for drone mitigation 

https://uasweekly.com/2020/06/23/fortem-technologies-brings-first-of-its-kind-complete-end-to-end-counter-

drone-security-to-gulf-region/  

Avtomatika Group begins delivery of counter drone systems to undisclosed country in Asia 

https://tass.com/economy/1170519  

Iran releases video of Khordad-3 counter drone system taking down U.S. Global Hawk drone 

https://www.almasdarnews.com/article/iran-releases-video-of-irgc-missile-downing-expensive-us-drone/  

 

1.6. UTM SYSTEMS (P4) 

Honeywell’s portable UAV SATCOM to aid Immarsat and Altitude Angel UTM connectivity 

https://www.commercialdroneprofessional.com/worlds-smallest-satellite-communications-drone-tech-hits-the-

market/  

Germany aims to trial 15 airports on its Drone Detection System programme and UTM capabilities 

https://www.unmannedairspace.info/uncategorized/germany-plans-national-drone-detection-trials-at-selected-

airports-later-this-year/  

Spark Mobility to join Altitude Angel’s partnership programme for UTM technology  

https://www.altitudeangel.com/news/posts/2020/june/spark-mobility-join-altitude-angel-global-partnership-

programme/  

Honeywell begins first UAM autonomous ops with Airbus AS350 helicopter 

https://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/business-aviation/2020-06-23/honeywell-flight-tests-sensors-uam-

autonomous-ops  

 

1.7. INFORMATIONAL (P4) 

Israeli’s Intelligence Division establishes a drone unit, VISINT 9900, to collection geo-visual 

intelligence from satellites and aircrafts for mapping and battlefield awareness 

https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/new-drone-unit-opens-in-the-idfs-secretive-unit-9900-632047  

Venezuelan Navy equips operational units with DJI Mavic Air for surveillance and protection 

http://www.infodron.es/id/2020/06/19/noticia-armada-venezuela-unidades-drones-mavic.html  

https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/defence-notes/premium-eda-keen-have-dual-use-c-uas-technology/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/06/16/2049122/0/en/Kratos-Receives-46-Million-Directed-Energy-Award-in-Support-of-U-S-Army.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/06/16/2049122/0/en/Kratos-Receives-46-Million-Directed-Energy-Award-in-Support-of-U-S-Army.html
https://techau.com.au/droneshield-delivers-450000-of-anti-drone-tech-to-the-us-government/
https://uasweekly.com/2020/06/23/fortem-technologies-brings-first-of-its-kind-complete-end-to-end-counter-drone-security-to-gulf-region/
https://uasweekly.com/2020/06/23/fortem-technologies-brings-first-of-its-kind-complete-end-to-end-counter-drone-security-to-gulf-region/
https://tass.com/economy/1170519
https://www.almasdarnews.com/article/iran-releases-video-of-irgc-missile-downing-expensive-us-drone/
https://www.commercialdroneprofessional.com/worlds-smallest-satellite-communications-drone-tech-hits-the-market/
https://www.commercialdroneprofessional.com/worlds-smallest-satellite-communications-drone-tech-hits-the-market/
https://www.unmannedairspace.info/uncategorized/germany-plans-national-drone-detection-trials-at-selected-airports-later-this-year/
https://www.unmannedairspace.info/uncategorized/germany-plans-national-drone-detection-trials-at-selected-airports-later-this-year/
https://www.altitudeangel.com/news/posts/2020/june/spark-mobility-join-altitude-angel-global-partnership-programme/
https://www.altitudeangel.com/news/posts/2020/june/spark-mobility-join-altitude-angel-global-partnership-programme/
https://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/business-aviation/2020-06-23/honeywell-flight-tests-sensors-uam-autonomous-ops
https://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/business-aviation/2020-06-23/honeywell-flight-tests-sensors-uam-autonomous-ops
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/new-drone-unit-opens-in-the-idfs-secretive-unit-9900-632047
http://www.infodron.es/id/2020/06/19/noticia-armada-venezuela-unidades-drones-mavic.html
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Dronarium Ukraine’s DJI Matrice 600 used by LGBTQ activist to position flag on Kyiv’s 

Motherland Monument 

https://www.queerty.com/watch-lgbtq-activists-use-drone-place-rainbow-flag-city-monument-20200623  

Two teens, spotted by a drone, arrested for climbing onto roof of a university in Lincoln, UK 

https://thelincolnite.co.uk/2020/06/police-drone-catches-teens-climbing-university-roof/  

Australian Marines to receive Insitu RQ-21 Blackjack drones for combat surveillance 

https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/marines-send-rq-21-blackjack-drones-to-australia-rotation-for-first-time-

1.634208   

Drone team activated to search for dumped mustard gas bomb in Lincolnshire, UK 

https://www.lincs.police.uk/news-campaigns/news/2020/trio-receive-jail-term-for-dumping-mustard-gas-bombs-

in-a-lincolnshire-lake/ 

Sioux Falls PD receives two DJI Matrice 210 to begin drone programme for emergency services 

https://www.argusleader.com/story/news/crime/2020/06/17/sioux-falls-police-launch-drone-

program/3207553001/  

Dothan, Alabama USA purchase DJI Phantom 4 and two DJI Mavic 2 to assist in daily operations 

https://www.dothaneagle.com/news/government/dothan-police-adding-drones-to-assist-at-crash-sites-hunt-

fugitives-and-overall-service/article_0425048e-fcab-5bf3-8cd0-e9b51dc55296.html  

Police drone helps to find man after failed helicopter search, Dunsborough, Western Australia 

https://thewest.com.au/news/disaster-and-emergency/police-use-drone-to-rescue-man-who-fell-off-rocks-at-

sugar-loaf-in-cape-naturaliste-ng-b881582099z  

Capsized canoers found with drones in Lake Nippenicket, Bridgewater, Massachusetts, USA 

https://www.nbcboston.com/news/local/two-rescued-from-canoe-in-bridgewater-mass/2146705/  

 

1.8. DRONE TECHNOLOGY (P5) 

500 Ehang Ghostdrones light show at Import and Export Fair in Guangdong, China 

www.ecns.cn/video/2020-06-16/detail-ifzxfksr7318175.shtml  

EE partners Nokia for 4G LTE air-to-ground communications for UK emergency services 

https://newsroom.ee.co.uk/ee-and-nokia-to-build-the-worlds-first-4g-lte-air-to-ground-network-for-emergency-

services/  

FLIR Systems awarded by US Army for miniature recon drone Black Hornet 3 

https://asiatimes.com/2020/06/flir-nets-contract-for-black-hornet-3-nano-drones/  

Nuair, Windshape and Syracuse University grad students to collaborate working on a UAS wind 

tunnel 

https://nuair.org/2020/06/15/syracuse-university-grads-help-nuair-advance-drone-industry/  

US ARL and Texas A&M University publishes two-year study that may allow drone to change 

shape during flight  

https://www.queerty.com/watch-lgbtq-activists-use-drone-place-rainbow-flag-city-monument-20200623
https://thelincolnite.co.uk/2020/06/police-drone-catches-teens-climbing-university-roof/
https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/marines-send-rq-21-blackjack-drones-to-australia-rotation-for-first-time-1.634208
https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/marines-send-rq-21-blackjack-drones-to-australia-rotation-for-first-time-1.634208
https://www.lincs.police.uk/news-campaigns/news/2020/trio-receive-jail-term-for-dumping-mustard-gas-bombs-in-a-lincolnshire-lake/
https://www.lincs.police.uk/news-campaigns/news/2020/trio-receive-jail-term-for-dumping-mustard-gas-bombs-in-a-lincolnshire-lake/
https://www.argusleader.com/story/news/crime/2020/06/17/sioux-falls-police-launch-drone-program/3207553001/
https://www.argusleader.com/story/news/crime/2020/06/17/sioux-falls-police-launch-drone-program/3207553001/
https://www.dothaneagle.com/news/government/dothan-police-adding-drones-to-assist-at-crash-sites-hunt-fugitives-and-overall-service/article_0425048e-fcab-5bf3-8cd0-e9b51dc55296.html
https://www.dothaneagle.com/news/government/dothan-police-adding-drones-to-assist-at-crash-sites-hunt-fugitives-and-overall-service/article_0425048e-fcab-5bf3-8cd0-e9b51dc55296.html
https://thewest.com.au/news/disaster-and-emergency/police-use-drone-to-rescue-man-who-fell-off-rocks-at-sugar-loaf-in-cape-naturaliste-ng-b881582099z
https://thewest.com.au/news/disaster-and-emergency/police-use-drone-to-rescue-man-who-fell-off-rocks-at-sugar-loaf-in-cape-naturaliste-ng-b881582099z
https://www.nbcboston.com/news/local/two-rescued-from-canoe-in-bridgewater-mass/2146705/
http://www.ecns.cn/video/2020-06-16/detail-ifzxfksr7318175.shtml
https://newsroom.ee.co.uk/ee-and-nokia-to-build-the-worlds-first-4g-lte-air-to-ground-network-for-emergency-services/
https://newsroom.ee.co.uk/ee-and-nokia-to-build-the-worlds-first-4g-lte-air-to-ground-network-for-emergency-services/
https://asiatimes.com/2020/06/flir-nets-contract-for-black-hornet-3-nano-drones/
https://nuair.org/2020/06/15/syracuse-university-grads-help-nuair-advance-drone-industry/
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https://www.army.mil/article/236520/new_research_leads_to_army_drones_changing_shape_mid_flight  

Rostec and Aeroxo to develop unmanned tiltrotor convertiplanes for Russia’s Arctic operations 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidaxe/2020/06/21/the-arctic-eats-helicopters-so-russia-is-sending-drones-

instead/#57cfb897103e  

AirMap and Swiss ANSP’s skyguide feature geo-awareness application that feeds drone operators 

in Switzerland with aeronautical information 

https://www.airmap.com/skyguide-swiss-u-space-mobile-web-applications-powered-by-airmap/ 

Herotech8 offers drone-in-a-box technology as a solution with insurance coverage from Flock 

https://www.unmannedsystemstechnology.com/2020/06/drone-in-a-box-technology-covered-by-specialist-

unmanned-aviation-insurance/  

UK’s Royal Air Force drone swarm project continues in recent successful trials 

https://www.thenational.ae/world/europe/british-swarming-drone-projects-beating-expectations-1.1038153  

Red Deer airport partners with Aerium Analytics for drone inspection over runway 

https://www.reddeeradvocate.com/news/red-deer-airport-using-drones-for-runway-inspections/  

Schiphol Airport collaborates with Luchtverkeersleiding Nederland, Royal Schiphol Group and 

Dutch Drone Delta to begin drone inspection trials, Amsterdam 

https://www.internationalairportreview.com/news/119414/inspection-drone-trials-amsterdam-airport-schiphol/  

 

1.9. SOCIALS (P5) 

Huntington Beach PD tests out Autel Robotics EVO 2 drone for public safety 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/tim-martin-24293764_autel-autelevo2-publicsafety-ugcPost-

6681408327899082752-RyZC/  

Mapture.ai and AirHub create drone-in-a-box solution for autonomous drone operations with 

COTS drones 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo6qzOMwJyM 

Saher EU forms DroneWISE group to counter the terrorist use of drones 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/andrew-staniforth-b1878019b_new-eu-project-to-tackle-terrorist-use-of-activity-

6674410291284975616-6VWG 

US Dept of Homeland Security collected 270 hours of surveillance at protests, including drones 

https://twitter.com/ajplus/status/1274127344597266434?s= 

AUVSI Unmanned Systems – Defense, Protection, Security Conference set on September 8, 2020 

https://www.thedefenseshow.org/home  

 

https://www.army.mil/article/236520/new_research_leads_to_army_drones_changing_shape_mid_flight
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidaxe/2020/06/21/the-arctic-eats-helicopters-so-russia-is-sending-drones-instead/#57cfb897103e
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidaxe/2020/06/21/the-arctic-eats-helicopters-so-russia-is-sending-drones-instead/#57cfb897103e
https://www.airmap.com/skyguide-swiss-u-space-mobile-web-applications-powered-by-airmap/
https://www.unmannedsystemstechnology.com/2020/06/drone-in-a-box-technology-covered-by-specialist-unmanned-aviation-insurance/
https://www.unmannedsystemstechnology.com/2020/06/drone-in-a-box-technology-covered-by-specialist-unmanned-aviation-insurance/
https://www.thenational.ae/world/europe/british-swarming-drone-projects-beating-expectations-1.1038153
https://www.reddeeradvocate.com/news/red-deer-airport-using-drones-for-runway-inspections/
https://www.internationalairportreview.com/news/119414/inspection-drone-trials-amsterdam-airport-schiphol/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/tim-martin-24293764_autel-autelevo2-publicsafety-ugcPost-6681408327899082752-RyZC/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/tim-martin-24293764_autel-autelevo2-publicsafety-ugcPost-6681408327899082752-RyZC/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo6qzOMwJyM
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/andrew-staniforth-b1878019b_new-eu-project-to-tackle-terrorist-use-of-activity-6674410291284975616-6VWG
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/andrew-staniforth-b1878019b_new-eu-project-to-tackle-terrorist-use-of-activity-6674410291284975616-6VWG
https://twitter.com/ajplus/status/1274127344597266434?s=
https://www.thedefenseshow.org/home
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APPENDIX A: THREAT NOTIFICATION MATRIX 

A.1. OBJECTIVES 

The sole focus of this service is to supply organisations with key evidence, alerts and intelligence relating 

to (1) Drones, (2) Counter-UAS and (3) Universal Traffic Management (UTM) systems. Together, these 

three items are referred to as: DCU. This intelligence provides a defensive net for early warning systems, 

fine-tuning systems based on trends and providing agencies with factual evidence in support of 

selecting or rejecting the need for counter-solutions. High priority will be given for the following 

artefacts: 

• Unfolding situations or incidents relating to DCU; 

• Private or public-based vulnerabilities, exploits or attack vectors affecting DCU; 

• Global or national regulatory changes affecting DCU; 

• Remarkable vendor or brand-specific news releases. 

If an artefact is released that is considered the highest priority level (P1), Notify customers will receive 

an email alert linking them to the intelligence details located within their Notify portal account. 

 

Figure 1 - A threat notification specific to a Notify customer's listed keywords. 

 

DroneSec uses a methodology to rank, prioritise and filter intelligence pieces. This rating merges threat 

intelligence standards with the type of source (public, private, underground) and affected system (DCU). 

Threat notifications are prioritised based on the following table: 
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Priority Level Description 

P1 Directly specific to a Notify customer 

P2 High importance incident or situation 

P3 Medium importance event or information 

P4 Low interest or general news/media 

P5 No direct evidence, market trends or informational 

 

In general, (P1) alerts will only be visible to the affected customer to protect their privacy and general 

information security. However, abstract (P1) information will at times be shared with other Notify 

customers. Priority levels are often highly contentious as it requires understanding of a customer’s 

environment, context and what might be deemed ‘actionable’ for them. The added spanner in the works 

is that DCU is made up of cyber-physical systems – there are traditional security vulnerabilities, physical 

and kinetic risks and even privacy, regulatory and aviation considerations in play. As a result, we set the 

priority level based on a number of key metrics that are very specific to our Notify customers; the more 

information provided about an entity, the higher the quality-gate of prioritisation we apply to our filter 

process. 

Associated with each artefact of intelligence, you’ll find a set of tags. These tags are used for indexing, 

searching and quickly visualising if the information is relevant to your organisation. As with any system, 

ours will continue to better itself as it learns more about the various artefacts that are most important 

to our customers, and their types of environments and systems. You’ll find the tags, and examples of 

them, in the tables below. 

There are three categories we focus on. We do not extend past these, as to keep our intelligence relevant 

and brief. 

Tag - Categories Description 

Drones Custom-made or Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) 

systems that might: 

• Be known as UAS1, UAV2, RPAS3… 

• Weigh 50g all the way to 250kgs 

• Are automated or manually piloted 

• Have associated devices, software or 

infrastructure 

CUAS Counter-UAS systems that might: 

• Be known as Counter-Drone or C-UAV 

 

1 UAS: Unmanned Aerial System 
2 UAV: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
3 RPAS: Remotely Piloted Aerial System 
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• Detect and/or respond to drones 

• Be standalone, hand-held, static or 

integrated with a UTM4 or PSIM5 system 

• Have associated systems, software, 

infrastructure and communication protocols 

UTM Universal Traffic Management system that might: 

• Be known as Urban Air Mobility (UAM) or 

fleet management systems  

• Manage, track, communicate with or 

interdict drones and/or drone swarms 

• Be software and/or hardware based 

• Have associated systems, software, 

infrastructure and communication protocols 

 

Within DCU, there are many areas of concern. For those in a position of ingesting Threat Intelligence, 

these are the key concerns we have determined are relevant for the information we collect. 

Tag – Areas of Concern Description 

Cyber Security Technical attack vectors, risks, threats, vulnerabilities, 

guides, OSINT6, exploits or zero-days7. This may also 

contain confidentiality, Privacy, Integrity and data 

sovereignty artefacts 

Safety Safety concerns related to assets, environments, 

persons or critical systems as a direct result of the 

artefact. This can be caused by physical, kinetic or 

electronic sources. 

Regulatory Global or national law or regulatory-based 

amendments, announcements or ordinance that 

affect DCU. 

 

Sometimes the artefacts may cover a range of sectors. For organisations looking to filter out noise, this 

is a key tag that will help provide insight into their chosen sectors. 

Tag – Affected Sector Description 

Residential Houses, suburban areas and private property. 

Commercial Cities, major working areas and buildings 

 

4 UTM – Universal Traffic Management System 
5 PSIM – Physical Security Information Management System 
6 OSINT: Open-Source Intelligence from the public domain. 
7 Zero-day: Otherwise known as an 0day or unknown, unpatched vulnerability of which the vendor does 

not yet know exists. 
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Government Government-managed locations 

Critical Infrastructure & Security Water, energy, docks, airports, prisons, transport, 

stadiums and military 

All Sectors The above sectors, combined 
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APPENDIX B: SOURCES & LIMITATIONS 

B.1. INTELLIGENCE SOURCES 

DroneSec uses a variety of government, military, law enforcement, vendor and citizen-based intelligence 

sources. Not all of these sources are public. Sources or artefacts that cannot be verified by a third-party 

are clearly marked.  

Source Name Description Intelligence Type 

International Aviation Authorities Aviation authorities are the 

regulatory bodies for managing air 

and drone activities within a range of 

jurisdictions. Their level of access 

includes pilot, airport, airprox and 

public incident reports. 

Statistics 

Incidents 

Academic Sources & University 

Agreements 

Keyword alerts on various academic 

portals and research agreements with 

Higher Education provide Notify with 

the latest journals and papers with a 

focus on DCU.  

Research Papers 

Studies and Reports 

Pilots – Commercial and Private 

Airlines 

Pilots currently active in the 

commercial or private airline industry. 

AirProx Reports 

Visual Identification Reports 

Commercial Partnerships Our partners in the military defence, 

commercial vendor and security 

industry exchange intelligence with 

Notify. 

Statistics 

Incidents 

Sentiment and chatter 

Vulnerabilities and Exploits 

Counter-UAS vendors Counter-UAS vendors with multiple 

systems in place around the globe. 

Their systems detect, record and 

(where allowed) react to malicious 

drones. Detection telemetry data is 

shared with Notify. 

API and manually provided 

statistics 

DroneSec Research The DroneSec team conducts 

penetration tests, vulnerability 

analysis, aerial threat simulations and 

forensics on a variety of DCU which 

results in zero-day intelligence of 

various systems. Whilst respecting 

the privacy of our clients, statistics 

and agreed information is shared 

with Notify. 

Incidents 

Whitepapers 

Research Papers 

Vulnerabilities and Exploits 

Open-Source Intelligence 

Deep, dark and surface web 

communication channels 

Groups, message boards and forums 

dedicated to modding and bypassing 

common drones and counter-drone 

controls. DroneSec actively 

participate and contribute in these 

forums to better understand the 

threats and risks relevant to our 

clients. 

Manual and automated analysis 

based on keywords and word-

clouds. 

Information Security Sources A variety of public and private 

sources within the Information 

Vulnerabilities and Exploits 

Incidents 
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Security, threat intelligence and 

Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) 

communities provide Notify with 

recent, actionable information. 

Whitepapers 

Research Papers 

Sentiment and Chatter 

Newsletters and Email Lists A variety of commercial (paid) and 

public sources. Gated content is 

exchanged with Notify within a strict 

agreement basis. Good examples of 

public sources include the Center for 

Study of the Drone (Bard College). 

News 

Incidents 

Studies and Reports 

 

Law Enforcement Notify collects information from 

public, private and Freedom of 

Information (FOI) portals from Law 

Enforcement and shares combined 

metrics back to agencies.  

Events 

Incidents 

Statistics 

Proprietary aggregation software 

- Search Engines 

- Social Media 

- Government Sources 

 

The DroneSec Notify secret sauce. 

Our aggregators, dorks, scripts and 

macros receive, filter and analyse 

DCU-related data, filtering for 

relevant and actionable information. 

News 

Events 

Incidents 

Whitepapers 

Research Papers 

Sentiment and Chatter 

Subscribers & Individuals Subscribers of dronesec.xyz, 

dronesec.com and individual contacts 

provide manual reports to the Notify 

service. Contact us to see how 

exchanging Threat Intelligence could 

provide additional support to your 

organisation. 

Incidents 

Research Papers 

Sentiment and Chatter 

 

B.2. LIMITATIONS 

Intelligence gathering reflects a point-in-time notification and/or analysis in-scope objectives (DCU). 

Future changes to the artefacts and the availability of new information could introduce retraction of 

statements or alter the wording, ratings and analysis of artefacts outlined within this report. 

While DroneSec conducts in-depth fact-checking and evidence-based analysis of the information, 

sources and events, we aggregate information that may not be proven to be factual. Wherever possible, 

we try to mark this as such. DroneSec pushes for quality over quantity – but understands the needs for 

a broad approach to intelligence within DCU. Not all Notify reports will include analysis; delivery is 

subject to time the Intelligence is detected and its availability at time of Notify release.  

Another limitation to the report is the lack of introductory material for a new reader to the DCU space. 

While news events, situations and analysis can help, newcomers to the industry can get in touch with us 

at info@dronesec.com or via the slack channel to seek additional clarification on topics, phrases or 

informational courses that might uplift their knowledge and understanding in the area. 

mailto:info@dronesec.com

